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We obtain lower bounds for the asymptotic number of rational points of smooth
algebraic curves over finite fields. To do this we construct infinite Hilbert class field
towers with good parameters. In this way we improve bounds of Serre, Perret, and
Niederreiter and Xing.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In what follows, Fq is a finite field with q elements, where q is a prime
power. Let K be a function field over Fq or equivalently a projective smooth
absolutely irreducible curve defined over Fq so that Fq is the constant field
of K. We write N(K) for the number of rational places of K, and g(K) for
its genus. According to the WeilSerre bound (see [11], for example), we
have
N(K)q+1+ g(K) w2q12x , (1)
where wxx denotes the lower part of x, i.e., wxx is the greatest integer not
exceeding the real number x. To study the asymptotic behaviour of N(K)
when g(K)  , we introduce as usual the following quantity:
Definition. For any prime power q let
A(q)=lim sup
g(K)  
N(K)
g(K)
.
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One can easily deduce from (1) that A(q)w2q12x . Vla$ dut and Drinfeld
[13] obtained the following improvement:
for any q, A(q)q12&1. (2)
A famous result by Ihara ([4] and other papers) obtained independently
by Tsfasman, Vla$ dut and Zink [12] in some cases, and using modular
towers proves that it is an equality if q is a square. Hence
A(q)=q12&1, if q is a square.
For the complete story of this result, see Ihara’s Mathematical Review of
[12].
For non-square q, the situation is unclear. Zink [14] used degenerate
Shimura surfaces to prove that if p is a prime, then
A( p3)
2( p2&1)
p+2
.
The other best results so far have been obtained by means of Hilbert class
field towers by Serre [9, 10], Perret [8], and more recently by Niederreiter
and Xing [6]. Serre [10] has shown that
A(q)c log q, (3)
for an absolute effective constant c>0.
Niederreiter and Xing [6] proved that if q is odd and m3 is an
integer, then
A(qm)
2q
W2(2q+1)12X+1
,
and a similar result if q is even. This result is better than Serre’s for many
values of qm, but not for all since their lower bound remains the same when
q is fixed and m large and prime (if m=m$m" with m"3, we can write
qm=(qm$)m" and get a better estimate). In [7] they improved slightly these
results and extended Serre’s method.
For small values of q, the best results so far have been obtained by
Niederreiter and Xing [6], who showed
A(2) 81317=0.255 ...
A(3) 62163=0.3803 ...
A(5) 23 .
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In this paper, we give a generalization of (3), which improves it for all non-
prime q, and also improvements for A(3) and A(5). The second section of
this paper is devoted to preliminaries. The main result of this paper is:
Theorem. There exists an effective constant c>0 such that for any q and
any n,
A(qn)c n2 log q
log q
log n+log q
.
It improves (3) since Serre proved only
A(qn)c n log q.
Its proof can be found in Section 3 for the case of odd characteristic
(Theorem 9) and in Section 4 for the case of characteristic 2 (Theorem 13).
We also obtain improvements for A(3) and A(5):
Theorem. We have
A(3) 817=0.4705...,
and
A(5) 811=0.7272... .
The same lower bounds for A(3) and A(5) have been obtained
simultaneously and independently by Angles and Maire [1]. Their con-
structions are different of ours. Proof for this Theorem can be found in
Section 5 (Theorem 15 for A(3) and Theorem 16 for A(5)). The method used
in this section can also be used to obtain lower bounds for A(7), A(9), ...,
but it should be noticed that this method is asymptotically bad, that is the
lower bounds for A(q) obtained in this way are bounded as functions in q.
This last section is independent of Sections 3 and 4.
2. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section, q is a power of a prime number p.
2.1. Background on Class Field Towers. For the following results, we
refer to Cassels and Fro hlich [3]. Let K be a function field over Fq and S
be a finite nonempty set of places of K and OS the S-integral ring of K, i.e.,
OS consists of all elements of K that have no poles outside S. Let ClS be
the class group of OS . Let r be the gcd of the degrees of the places in S,
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and let l be a prime number. The (S, l )-Hilbert class field HS, l of K is the
maximal unramified abelian extension of K with Galois group of type
(l, l, ..., l ) in which all places in S split totally. If l divides r, it contains the
constant field extension by Fql , but if r and l are prime to each other, there
is no constant field extension. By global class field theory, we know that
the Galois group of the extension HS, l K is isomorphic to ClSCl lS .
Now, let’s define the (S, l )-Hilbert class field tower of K. Let K1 be the
(S, l )-Hilbert class field of K and S1 be the set of places of K1 over those
in S. Recursively, we define Ki to be the (Si&1 , l )-Hilbert class field of Ki&1
and Si the set of places of Ki over those in Si&1 . Thus, we get a tower
K=K0 K1 K2 ... .
Golod and Shafarevich have given a condition for the tower to be
infinite (that is, Ki {Ki&1 for all i1) in the case of number fields. Their
proof is valid in the case of function fields over finite fields, even if the
tower contains constant field extension. For an abelian group B, let dlB
denote the l-rank of B. According to Roquette in Cassels and Fro hlich [3,
Chap. IX] the GolodShafarevich Condition can be expressed as:
Theorem 1. Let K be a function field over Fq and S be a finite nonempty
set of places of K. If dlClS1 and
|S|
(dlClS)2
4
&dl ClS+=, (4)
where ==0 if l | q&1 and ==1 otherwise, then the (S, l )-Hilbert class field
tower of K is infinite.
2.2. Idea of the Proof of the Main Result. In this paper, we follow very
closely Serre [10], adding the following idea: in order to obtain a lower
bound for A(qn), we consider class field towers of function fields over Fq
and use the GolodShafarevich Condition to split places of degree n
(instead of splitting places of degree one of function fields over Fqn as Serre
did). Thereafter, we apply to the infinite class field tower a constant field
extension by Fqn . In this way, each place of degree n over Fq gives n places
of degree 1 over Fqn without putting more constraints in the Golod
Shafarevich Condition, since the degree of places does not appear in this
statement. Of course, this method is better than Serre’s only if n>1. If
n=1 our proof reduces to Serre’s proof. This explains why we only recover
Serre’s result in the case where q is prime.
2.3. Quadratic Extensions in Odd Characteristic. From now on, q is
assumed to be odd, unless specified otherwise. Let k=Fq (x) be the rational
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function field over Fq . If p is odd, a quadratic extension Kk, K=
k( y)=k(- f (x)) is defined by an equation
y2= f (x) # Fq[x],
where f is a square-free polynomial. We recall from Stichtenoth [11] the
decomposition law of primes in such extensions, and the genus of K.
Proposition 2. A finite place P=(P(x)) of k:
v ramifies in K if P(x) | f (x),
v is inert in K if gcd(P(x), f (x))=1 and f (x) is not a square modulo
P(x),
v splits (totally) in K if gcd(P(x), f (x))=1 and f (x) is a square
modulo P(x).
Moreover, the infinite place ( 1x) of k:
v ramifies in K if deg ( f (x)) is odd,
v is inert in K if 2 | deg( f (x)) and f is not monic modulo Fq*2,
v splits (totally) in K if 2 | deg f (x) and f is monic modulo Fq*2.
Hence, the genus g(K) of K satisfies
deg( f (x))=2g(K)+1 or deg( f (x))=2g(K)+2,
according to the parity of deg( f (x)).
2.4. The Graph 0m, n and the Subgraph 0 m, n . We write Ii for the set of
monic irreducible polynomials of degree i of Fq [x], and k still denotes the
rational function field over Fq . Let 0m, n be the bipartite graph whose set
of vertex is Im _ In and whose set of edges is Em, n Im_In , with the
following rule:
(D(x), P(x)) # Em, n  P(x) splits in k(- D(x))
 D(x) is a square modulo P(x).
For any vertex P (resp. D), we write $(P) (resp. $(D)) for the number of
vertices to which P (resp. D) is related in the graph 0m, n (that is, its degree
in the graph, not to be confused, of course, with its degree as a polynomial).
We write &q (n) for the cardinality of In . We have the inequalities:
Lemma 3. For qn16, and for q odd or even, we have
qn
2n
&q (n)
qn
n
.
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Proof. From [5, p. 126] it follows
1
n \qn&
q
q&1
(qn2&1)+&q (n)1n (qn&q).
Hence
1
n
(qn&2qn2)&q (n)
qn
n
,
and
1
2
qn
n
&q (n)
qn
n
,
since x&2 - x x2 for x16. K
Lemma 4. If
qn26(m+1), (5)
then
|Em, n |
qn
3n
&q (m). (6)
Proof. For this proof, we use a result by Car [2], that is a lower bound
for the number of P(x) # In such that D(x) # Im is a nonzero square modulo
P(x). Since $(D) is precisely this number, according to [2, The ore me
III.6], we have
\D(x) # Im , $(D)
1
n \
qn
2
&(m+1) qn2+ .
Hence
|Em, n | :
D # Im
$(D)

1
n \
qn
2
&(m+1) qn2+ &q (m)

qn
3n
&q (m)
because of (5). K
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Now, let I n=[P # In  $(P)&q (m)10] and we denote by 0 m, n the
bipartite induced subgraph of 0m, n whose set of vertex is Im _ I n and
whose set of edges is Em, n & (Im_I n).
Lemma 5. With the preceding notations, if
qn26(m+1) and qn16, (7)
then
|I n|
qn
4n
.
Proof. Using Lemmas 3 and 4, we find
qn
3n
&q (m)|Em, n | :
P # I n
$(P)+ :
P  I n
$(P)
qn
3n
&q (m)|Em, n |
&q (m)
10
(&q (n)+(10&1) |I n| )
qn
3n
&q (m)
&q (m)
10 \
qn
n
+9 |I n |+
qn
n \
1
3
&
1
10+
9
10
|I n |
7
27
qn
n
|I n |
and the result follows. K
We now state a theorem that we found in Serre [10]. For convenience,
we recall the proof:
Theorem 6. Let R, S be two finite sets and ER_S. Let $1 be such
that every s # S is E-related to at least $ points of R. Let a, b1 be integers
such that
b \ |R|a +|S| \
$
a+ . (8)
Then there exist AR, BS with |A|=a, |B|=b and A_BE.
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Proof. Let X=[(A, s)|A|=a, s # S, and A_[s]E] and consider the
second projection ,:
,: X  S
(A, s) [ s.
Let R(s) be the subset of R made of the elements r such that (r, s) # E. We
thus have
|,&1 (s)|=number of subsets of R(s) with a elements
=\R(s)a +
\$a+ since R(s)$.
Then |X ||S| ( $a) .
Now, consider the first projection ,
: X  set of subsets of R with a elements
(A, s) [ A.
Hence some fiber of  has at least |X |( |R|a ) elements. But
|X |
\ |R|a +

|S| \$a+
\ |R|a +
b,
so we can choose A whose fiber has more than b elements, and B in the
fiber with |B|=b and we get the result. K
3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE HILBERT
CLASS FIELD TOWER
In this section q is a power of a prime number p, that is assumed to be
odd, and k=Fq (x) is the rational function field over Fq .
3.1. The Towers. Let AIm and BI n . We set a=|A| and b=|B|.
The set of edges Em, n is defined as in Section 2. For any D # A, let kD be
the quadratic extension of k defined by y2=D(x) and kD=k( y). Let K be
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FIG. 1. Field extensions.
the compositum of all the kD when D # A and finally, let k0=k( y) be
defined by y2=>D # A D(x), so that we have a diagram of field extensions
as in Fig. 1.
Proposition 7. In the preceding notation assume that the following con-
ditions are satisfied:
(i) A_BEm, n ,
(ii) a is odd,
(iii) 2b (a&1)
2
4 &(a&1),
(iv) a&12.
Then
(i) the extension Kk0 is unramified and Galois with the group
(Z2Z)a&1,
(ii) all the places over the places in B split totally in Kk,
(iii) the (B , 2)-Hilbert class field tower of k0 is infinite, where B is the
set of the 2b places of k0 over the places in B.
Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, we have
A(qn)
4nb
ma&3
.
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Proof. By Proposition 2, a finite place D1 is ramified in kD if and only
if D=D1 . Hence K is the compositum of a independent quadratic exten-
sions of k, and Kk is Galois with the Galois group (Z2Z)a. Since k0 is a
quadratic subextension of Kk, the result on the Galois group follows.
By Proposition 2, the only possibly ramified places in Kk (and hence in
Kk0) are the places in A and the infinite place ( 1x) of k. However the places
in A are ramified in kk0 , hence unramified in Kk0 . By condition (ii), the
place(s) over the infinite place ( 1x) of k are unramified in Kk0 .
By condition (i), the places in B split totally in Kk.
Hence, K is a subfield of the (B , 2)-Hilbert class field of k0 .
Since the function x
2
4 &x is increasing for x2, conditions (iii) and (iv)
imply
2b
(d2 ClB )2
4
&d2 ClB
in the notation of Theorem 1.
Consequently, Theorem 1 shows that the (B , 2)-Hilbert class field tower
of k0 is infinite,
k0 k1 k2 ...
This tower may contain constant field extensions. However, the constant
field of all these fields is a subfield of Fqn . We apply a (possibly trivial) con-
stant field extension by the field Fqn to all these function fields, and we
obtain an infinite tower:
k0 Fqnk1Fq nk2Fq n...
in which the 2nb places of k0Fqn are totally split. These are rational places.
If g denotes the genus of k0 (or equivalently of k0 Fqn), using the Riemann
Hurwitz genus formula, we see that g&1 is multiplied in each extension
ki+1 Fqn k iFqn by the degree of the extension, as well as the number of
places over the places in B . Hence, the ratio of these two quantities is constant
in the tower, and we have
A(qn)
2nb
g&1
.
Since g satisfies
deg \ ‘D # A D(x)+=2g+1 or 2g+2,
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according to the parity, we have
2g+1ma
and
g&1
ma&3
2
and the result follows. K
3.2. Transcription of the Results. Let C1 and C2 be constants to be
choosen (C1 will be large and C2 will be small) and let
m=C1 log n+log(log q)log q | ,
a=WC2 n log qX ,
b=\a
2
8  ,
where WxX denotes the upper part of x, that is the smallest integer greater
or equal to x, and wxx denotes the lower part of x, that is, the greatest
integer not exceeding x.
We now need a technical but elementary lemma.
Lemma 8. For C2 small enough and C1 and qn large enough, we have
b \&q (m)a +
qn
4n \\
&q (m)
10 + . (9)a
Proof. We must be careful since we use the Stirling formula with func-
tions depending on two parameters q and n. This formula and other expres-
sions are considered for qn large, that is for q large or n large, but not
necessarily both. If y is a function depending on q and on n, we write
y=O(1) if there exists M such that
| y|M for every q2 and every n1.
For example, if x is a function in q and n that is large for qn large
(x  +, when qn  +), then the Stirling formula gives
log(x!)=(x+ 12) log(x)&x+O(1).
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Claim 1. We have
a  + and
qm
20m
 + when qn  +.
Proof. The first assertion is trivial. For the second assertion, remark
that m1, since q3, and let be given B>0 great enough. There exists
D>0 such that
qn>D O q>B or n>BBC1 .
If q>B, then
qm
m
q>B.
If qB, then
n>BBC1,
hence
C1 log n
log B
>B,
m>B,
and
qm
m

3m
m
mB,
so that the claim is proved. K
Claim 2. If C2 is small enough and C1 and qn are large enough, then
a\\ q
m
20m+
12
. (10)
Proof. What follows is valid for almost all qn. Under this condition,
Claim 1 shows that we have:
qm
40m
\ q
m
20m ,
and
WC2 n log qX2C2n log q.
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Hence (10) is satisfied as soon as
(2C2n log q)2
qm
40m
.
Taking logarithms, we see that it suffices to show that
O(1)+2 log C2+2 log n+2 log(log q)m log q&log m,
or
O(1)+2 log C2+2 log n+2 log(log q)C1 log n+log(log q)log(q) | log q
&log \C1 log n+log(log q)log(q) |+ .
Thus, (10) is implied by
O(1)+2 log C2+log C1+2 log n+2 log(log q)
+log \log n+log(log q)log(q) +1+
C1
log n+log(log q)
log(q)
log q,
or equivalently by
O(1)+2 log C2+log C1+2 log n+2 log(log q)
+log \log n+log(log q)log(q) +1+
C1 (log n+log(log q)),
which is surely true for almost all qn, for C1 large enough and for C2 small
enough. K
Claim 3. If yx12, then
log \ x!(x& y)!+= y log x+O(1). (11)
Proof. This is a straightforward application of the Stirling formula. K
We return now to the proof of Lemma 8. What follows is valid for
almost all qn. Then (9) is satisfied if
a2
8 \
&q (m)
a +
qn
4n \\
&q (m)
10 ++ ,a
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which, in turn, using Lemma 3, is implied by
a2
8 \
qm
m|+qn4n \\
qm
20m+ .a a
Taking logarithms, we see that we have to show that
O(1)+log n+2 log a+log \ Wq
mmX!
(WqmmX&a)!+
n log q+log \ Wq
m20mX!
(Wqm20mX&a)!+ .
Using Claim 2 and Claim 3 it suffices to show
O(1)+log n+2 log a+a log \q
m
m|+n log q+a log \\ q
m
20m+ ,
or
O(1)+log n+2 log a+a log \ Wq
mmX
wqm20mx+n log q.
Since
log \ Wq
mmX
wqm20mx+log \
qmm+1
qm20m&1+=O(1)
M
for a large enough constant M, we only need
O(1)+log n+2 log a+Man log q,
that is, by definition of a,
O(1)+log n+2 log WC2n log qX+MWC2n log qX n log q,
and this is surely true for almost all qn if one chooses C2 small enough. K
We now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 9. There exists an effective constant c>0 such that for q odd,
A(qn)cn2 log(q)
log(q)
log(n)+log(q)
.
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Proof. Since A(q)>0 for all q (see Lemma 5.5 in [7]), the result needs
only to be proved for almost all qn (that is, for all except finitely many).
For instance, we can assume that qn16, so that by definition of m, the
conditions (7) of Lemma 5 are trivially satisfied for allmost all qn. We con-
sider the graph 0 m, n . Using Theorem 6, and Lemmas 5 and 8, we get
AIm , BI n , with
|A|=a=WC2n log qX and |B|=b=\a
2
8  , and A_BEm, n .
Let A A with |A |=:=a or a&1 so that : is odd, and B B with
|B|=;=\(:&1)
2
8
&
:&1
2  .
We now can apply Proposition 7 to A and B . Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii)
are satisfied. Condition (iv) is clear for almost all qn. So that we have
A(qn)
4n;
m:&3

4n w(a&1)28&(a&1)2x
ma&3
C3 n
a
m
for a small enough constant C3 , and for almost all qn. Hence
A(qn)C3 n
WC2n log qX
WC1 ((log n+log(log q)) log q)X

C4n2 log q
C5 ((log n+log q) log q)
for some constants C4 and C5 and for almost all qn and the result
follows. K
4. THE CASE OF CHARACTERISTIC 2
In this section q is assumed to be even, i.e., q=2t. This case is very
similar to the case of q odd, but technically slightly different since quadratic
extensions are now expressed as ArtinSchreier extensions. The only
problem it carries is that we do not have any result similar to Car’s result
[2] in case of q even. But this little problem is avoided by a simple
modification in the definition of 0 m, n .
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4.1. Quadratic Extensions in Characteristic 2. Let k=Fq (x) be the
rational function field over Fq . Since q is even, a quadratic extension Kk,
K=k( y) is defined by an equation
y2+ y= f (x) # Fq (x),
where f is a rational function not of the form g2+ g for any g # Fq (x). In
fact, we are going to consider only extensions with f (x)= ti=1 (1Di (x)),
that is defined by equations
y2+ y= :
t
i=1
1
Di (x)
,
where Di (x) are mutually distinct monic irreducible polynomials of Fq[x].
We recall from Stichtenoth [11] the decomposition law of primes in such
extensions, and the genus of K.
Proposition 10. A finite place p=( p(x)) of k (c # Fq deg p (x) being a root
of p(x))
v ramifies in K with conductor of exponent 2 if p(x)=Di(x) for some i,
v is inert in K if gcd( p(x), > Di (x))=1 and TrFq deg p(x) F2 f (c)=1,
v splits (totally) in K if gcd( p(x), > Di (x))=1 and TrFq deg p(x) F2 f(c)=0.
Moreover, the infinite place ( 1x) of k splits (totally) in K.
Hence, the genus g(K) of K satisfies
g=&1+ :
t
i=1
deg Di (x).
4.2. The Graph 0m, n and the Subgraph 0 m, n . We write Ii for the set of
monic irreducible polynomial of degree i of Fq [x], k still denotes the
rational function field over Fq , we write kD for the quadratic extension k( y)
of k defined by
y2+ y=
1
D(x)
,
and kDD$ (for D{D$, D and D$ # Fq[x], where D$ has nothing to do with
the derivative of D) for the quadratic extension k( y) of k defined by
y2+ y=
1
D(x)
+
1
D$(x)
.
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Let 0m, n be the bipartite graph whose set of vertex is Im _ In and whose
set of edges is Em, n Im_In , with the following rule:
(D(x), P(x)) # Em, n  P(x) splits in kD .
As in section , for any vertex P (resp. D), we write $(P) (resp. $(D) for the
number of vertices to which P (resp. D) is related in 0m, n . Moreover, we
define a partition Im=I $m _ I"m by:
I $m={D # Im $(D)&q (n)3 =
I"m={D # Im $(D)<&q (n)3 = .
We list the elements of I"m two by two (except maybe one, if |I"m| is odd),
so that
D1 , D $1, D2 , D $2, ..., Ds , D $s
are all the elements of I"m except possibly one. Then, we form the set Im$$$
Im$$$=[(D1 , D $1), (D2 , D $2), ..., (Ds , D $s)]
and the graph 0$m, n whose set of vertex is (I $m _ Im$$$) _ In , and whose set of
edges is E$m, n(I $m _ Im$$$)_In , with the following rules:
(D(x), P(x)) # E$m, n  P(x) splits in kD
((Di (x), Di$(x)), P(x)) # E$m, n  P(x) splits in kDD$ .
For any (Di , Di$) # Im$$$, we write $(Di , Di$) for the number of vertices P # In
to which (Di , D i$) is related in 0$m, n .
Lemma 11. If
qn
n
48, (12)
and
qm
m
16, (13)
then
|E$m, n|
1
64
qn
n
qm
m
. (14)
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Proof. Since at most one place is ramified in kDi , for (Di , Di$) # Im$$$, we
have
|[P(x) # In P(x) is inert in kDi]|
2
3&q (n)&1,
and also
|[P(x) # In P(x) is inert in kD$i ]|
2
3&q (n)&1.
But P(x) splits in kDi D$i as soon as P(x) is inert both in kDi and in kD$i , so
that we have
|[P(x) # In P(x) splits kDi D$i ]|
1
3&q (n)&2.
Assuming (12) and using Lemma 3, we obtain
|[P(x) # In P(x) splits kDi D$i ]|
qn
8n
.
Hence, we have:
|E $m .n|= :
D # I $m
$(D)+ :
(Di , D$i ) # Im$$$
$(Di , D$i )

&q (n)
3
|I $m|+
qn
8n
|Im$$$ |

qn
8n
( |I $m|+|Im$$$| ),
by Lemma 3.
But, by definition of I $m , I"m , and Im$$$ , we have
|I $m|+2 |Im$$$ |+1|Im |
qm
2m
so that
|I $m|+|Im$$$|
1
2
( |Im |&1)

1
2 \
qm
2m
&1+

qm
8m
using Lemma 3 and assuming (13).
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Finally, we have
|E$m, n|
qn
8n
qm
8m
,
giving the result. K
Now, let’s denote by $$(P) the number of vertices in I $m _ Im$$$ to which
P # In is related in E$m, n , let I n=[P # In $$(P)&q (m)100] and denote by
0 m, n the bipartite induced subgraph of 0$m, n whose set of vertex is
(I $m _ Im$$$) _ I n and whose set of edges is E$m, n & ((I $m _ Im$$$)_I n).
Lemma 12. If
qn
n
48,
and
qm
m
4,
then
|I n|
qn
176n
.
Proof. The proof is closely similar to that of Lemma 5. Hence, we do
not give it here. K
4.3. The Main Result in Characteristic 2. Now, the situation is very
similar to that of odd characteristic. Hence we can state the main result:
Theorem 13. Assume that q is even. Then, we have the same result as in
odd characteristic, that is there exists an effective constant c>0 such that we
have
A(qn)cn2 log q
log q
log n+log q
.
Proof. We do not present the proof, since everything is very similar to
the case of odd characteristic: the construction of the tower, as well as the
technical Lemmas (with different constants) or the use of Theorem 6. We
only remark that there are some minor modifications in the proof: for
instance, one must change m by m+1, to be sure that m1. K
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Finally, the theorem announced in the introduction is simply the sum of
Theorem 9 and Theorem 13.
5. LOWER BOUNDS FOR A(3) AND A(5)
In [6], Niederreiter and Xing established a proposition giving a lower
bound for the l-rank of ClS . In their proof, they make no difference
between ClS (the class group of the the integral ring OS) and the S-divisor
class group, i.e, the quotient of the group of all divisors of K of degree 0
with support outside S by its subgroup of principal divisors. In fact, the
first one is an extension of the second by ZrZ, where r is the gcd of the
degrees of the places in S. For the correctness of their proposition, as Serre
noticed, one must add the hypothesis that r=1. However, it does not affect
the results established in [6]. We now recall this proposition:
Proposition 14. Let Kk be a finite abelian extension of function fields.
Let T be a finite nonempty set of places of k and S the set of places of K
lying over those in T. Assume that the gcd of the degrees of the places in S
is 1. Then, for any prime l we have
dl ClS:
P
dl GP&(|T |&=)&d lG ,
where G=Gal(Kk) and GP is the inertia group of the place P in Kk, ==0
if l | q&1 and ==1 otherwise. The sum is extended over all places P of k.
We use now this proposition to obtain lower bounds on A(3) and A(5).
We have used the tables of irreducible polynomials on F3 and F5 in Lidl
and Niederreiter [5].
Theorem 15. We have
A(3) 817=0.4705... .
Proof. Let
f (x)=(x2+1)(x2+x+2)(x2+2x+2)(x3+2x+1)
(x3+2x+2)(x3+x2+2)(x3+x2+x+2)(x3+x2+2x+1)
(x3+2x2+1)(x3+2x2+x+1)(x3+2x2+2x+2)
(x4+x2+x+1)(x4+x3+x2+1),
written as product of 13 irreducible polynomials.
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One can check that f (0)= f (1)= f (2)=1=12 and deg( f ) is even. So,
we consider k=F3 (x) and K=k( y) with y2= f (x), and apply Proposition
14 to Kk, T=[x, x+1, x+2, 1x], and l=2 to get
d2 ClS13&4&1=8
by Proposition 2.
Hence, Theorem 1 shows that the (S, 2)-Hilbert class field tower of K is
infinite, since |S|=8 by Proposition 2.
We have deg( f )=38, so that the genus of K is g(K)=18, and by the
RiemannHurwitz genus formula, just as in the proof of Proposition 7 we
get
A(3) 817 ,
giving the result. K
Theorem 16. We have
A(5) 811=0.7272... .
Proof. Let
f (x)=(x+1)(x+2)(x2+2)(x2+3)(x2+x+1)
(x2+x+2)(x2+2x+3)(x2+2x+4)(x2+3x+3)
(x2+3x+4)(x2+4x+1)(x2+4x+2)(x4+x2+2),
written as product of 13 irreducible polynomials.
One can check that f (0)= f (1)= f (2)=4=22 and deg( f ) is even. So,
we consider k=F5 (x) and K=k( y) with y2= f (x), and apply Proposition
14 to Kk, T=[x, x+3, x+4, 1x], and l=2 to get
d2 ClS13&4&1=8
by Proposition 2.
Hence, Theorem 1 shows that the (S, 2)-Hilbert class field tower of K is
infinite, since |S|=8 by Proposition 2.
We have deg( f )=26, so that the genus of K is g(K)=12, and by the
RiemannHurwitz genus formula, just as in the proof of Proposition 7 we
get
A(5) 811 ,
giving the result. K
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